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05/25/2022 00 27 Oppose

During this entire public consultation process not once did it mention that this site was already zoned CD1 and 
as part of the fcfap had a max height of 60 ft 100 ft conditional with 3.0 fsr. Instead it misled everyone implying 
the 210 ft project with 4 68 fsr currently proposed is what the plan intended. Nor does it state the project is 
contingent upon buying two parcels of city owned parcels and one by providence hospital. This is a clear conflict 
of interest and completely illegal. It is also contrary to this City council's own Secured Rental housing Policy sec. 
2 2. I've attached the relevant files. This Process needs to START OVER and the public given ALL the facts 
before their feedback is submitted to council.

Michael Sismey Strathcona APPENDIX A

06/02/2022 14 34 Oppose The Strathcona Residents Association has concerns about the design of this project as proposed. Please refer 
to the attached letter of concern, signed by 55 residents. Daniel Jackson Strathcona APPENDIX B

06/03/2022 07 56 Oppose

Please don't put up such a tall building in a neighbourhood that doesn't have such tall buildings. I know it's on 
the edge but really it's in the neighbourhood. Let's at least keep some heritage areas just as they are. 
Vancouver seems to like tearing down anything and putting up anything in its place with no thought of how it fits 
in. I live in strathcona.

Lorene MacDonald Downtown No web 
attachments.

06/03/2022 08 29 Oppose

Hello, While I fully support the general concept of the development, I am concerned about both the height and 
lack of integration into the surrounding creative/community neighborhood. This building is simply too tall for the 
height limit of the Strathcona neighborhood. Granted, the St Paul's development is high rise, but the Prior St 
building should fit the medium between the low and high rise either side. The designer also doesn't seem to 
have made much effort to reflect the design, culture and spirit of the historic surrounding area. Strathcona is a 
flourishing creative community, and the starkly contrasting proposed project gives little evidence that it will 
harmonize with the neighborhood or benefit the community in any way. While I am not advocating for the project 
to literally reflect the architecture of the historic area, I do think that more consideration needs to be given to the 
ground floor retail space and 'cultural space' to unify with the neighborhood and benefit the community. 
Vancouver has seen many soul-less high rise buildings built in recent years, and I would love to see more care 
put into the design of buildings to prevent bland corporate high-rises dominating the city. Thank you for taking 
the time to read my comments. Kind regards, Katherine

Katherine Tobin Strathcona No web 
attachments.

06/03/2022 09 52 Oppose

This is in regards to Strand's proposed development of the property at 456-495 Prior St. I agree with the 
research done by the SRA and would like to address the proposed re-zoning application and design plan and 
would like to express the following concerns and recommendations: Building Height. At 210', the current 
proposal more than doubles the 100' conditional height limit as described in section 7.1 3. of the False Creek 
Area Plan for the proposed change to CD-1 Zoning. The False Creek Flats Area Plan to create a vibrant and 
coherent urban landscape is being dismissed when placed in the surrounding urban eco-system. Lack of 
Transition to existing residential neighbourhood. Vague Community Benefit. The sole community benefit 
proposed is a 'cultural space amenity' on the ground floor, which seems designed as a retail space or under-
utilized community room. Artist Studios. It is also difficult to see how the market rental live/work artist's studios 
will effectively replace the loss of 36,000 sf of existing affordable artist studio spaces. The 'cultural space' should 
be defined and designed as a vital and lively component of the emerging Eastside Arts District, perhaps some 
sort of incubator where young artists can access studio space and equipment. This would be a draw for the 
existing community, a generator of innovation, and a launchpad for careers. The artist's live/work spaces should 
owned or managed by an organization that can ensure they are available to legitimate artists, akin to the City of 
Vancouver's existing Artist Studio Awards Program.

Valerie and Arnt Arntzen Strathcona No web 
attachments.

06/03/2022 11 31 Oppose

I would like to add my name to the SRA's letter of concern. This proposed development is vastly different from 
what was proposed at the outset and looks like a developer's end-run on process. The East End is asked to put 
up with a lot: traffic, major social and health issues, sirens (of which we'll get more with St.Paul's), and other 
elements of life from which many neighbourhoods elsewhere are spared. You're now asking us to accept that 
you acted in bad faith with the original proposal and that all the aesthetic considerations, amenity promises, etc. 
are going into the bin. Bait and switch is not cool, guys. I'm not opposed to density nor to high rises, but we had 
a plan for False Creek, you signed off on it, and this is unfair, dishonest, and inappropriate. XOX

John D Belshaw Strathcona No web 
attachments.

06/04/2022 01:46 Oppose

I would like to speak at this hearing if I cannot convince council it needs to be postponed first. This is a hearing 
which has a vast amount of information which was withheld from the public about the project, No mention that 
besides Strand the additional property owners of the site include the City of Vancouver and Providence 
Healthcare or that there already is a CD-1 false creek flats zoning already assigned to to the site. It's a 
meaningless gesture to have a "public" hearing about a project which was discussed and decided upon already 
only amongst the three stakeholders, Strand, Providence Healthcare and the C.O.V who all had a vested 
interest and stood to gain financially to increase the allowable zoning height and mass. With no public input at 
all prior to presenting it to council this is an abuse of process and a conflict of interest. All we (the public) were 
given to review was a request to change a zoning from 1-3 industrial to CD-1 which has already happened 
about a project which is stated being considered as part of the false creek flat plans when in fact its those plans 
the project is applying for permission to abandon. A permission according to City bylaws Council is not within 
their power to grant to Strand or themselves. This project needs to be withdrawn in its entirety and resubmitted 
with a height and mass that remains within the allowable zoning and design intent of the false creek flats area 
plan as it is written and the developer is legally bound to comply with. Sincerely Michael Conlon-Sismey 

Michael Thomas Conlon 
Sismey Strathcona APPENDIX C
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To: Mayor and City Council 

From: Undersigned Residents of Strathcona 

Re: Proposed Re-Zoning Application for 456-496 Prior St. 

In light of the feedback we received from residents then and since, the SRA has reviewed the 
proposed re-zoning application and design plan and would like to express the following concerns 
and recommendations: 

• Building Height. At 210’, the current proposal more than doubles the 100’ conditional
height limit as described in section 7.1.3. of the False Creek Area Plan for the proposed
change to CD-1 Zoning.  The rationale for this height restriction was that “the tallest
building should be located on the centre of the (hospital) site, transitioning down to the
residential scale in Strathcona to the north.” At 210’, the proposed development will
match or exceed the height of every other building on the hospital campus.

• Massing and FSR. Current zoning restricts the site to a maximum 3.0 FSR. The proposal
asks for 4.68 FSR, including an expansion of the current allowable commercial density
from 104,000 sf to 259,000 sf. The developer argues that, by its own analysis of demand
for commercial space, “there is significant risk if the strategic properties around the
hospital are not built to their full density potential.” We are concerned that the
considerable effort put into the False Creek Flats Area Plan to create a vibrant and
coherent urban landscape is being dismissed when challenged by a developer’s natural
desire to maximize the financial potential of this site. This disregard of city planners for
their own plan, which surely incorporates more objective demand estimates, sets a
disturbing precedent for future proposals. The Urban Design Panel’s Oct. 27, 2021
review of the proposal seemed fixated on the building itself rather than its place in the
surrounding urban eco-system. Why does city planning even exist if not to balance a
developer’s self-interests with a city’s needs by considering the “inter-relationship of all
physical components of the City”.

• Lack of Transition to existing residential neighbourhood. The current proposal does
not create a transition to the residential housing along Atlantic and Prior. As can be seen
in the photo below, it looks more like a fortress guarding the hospital campus from the
neighbourhood.

• Vague Community Benefit. The sole community benefit proposed is a “cultural space
amenity” on the ground floor, which seems designed as a retail space or under-utilized
community room. It is difficult to image what cultural use this space could be put to or
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who would make that determination. To consider the inclusion of secured rental housing 
in and of itself as a community benefit undermines the rationale of requiring community 
benefits to enhance and integrate in with the existing community. 

• Artist Studios. It is also difficult to see how the market rental live/work artist’s studios 
will effectively replace the loss of 36,000 sf of existing affordable artist studio spaces. 
This loss of artist space has been a chronic problem throughout our community. We have 
witnessed in the past how such spaces are often rented to users more accurately described 
as tech entrepreneurs than artists. 

Our recommendations: 

• We acknowledge and support the inclusion of affordable rental housing but see no 
justification for discarding the well-considered parameters of existing False Creek Flats 
Plan to obtain it. At eleven stories the building would match the height of the new Villa 
Cathay Care Home and still provide a density of rental housing supportable by the site 
and surrounding neighbourhood. 

• The massing of the five-story podium should conform to the CD-1 maximum 3.0 FSR 
and offer a more thoughtful and inviting transition and integration to the existing and 
envisioned post-viaduct Strathcona and Chinatown neighbourhoods. 

• The “cultural space” should be defined and designed as a vital and lively component of 
the emerging Eastside Arts District, perhaps some sort of incubator where young artists 
can access studio space and equipment. This would be a draw for the existing 
community, a generator of innovation, and a launchpad for careers. 

• The artist’s live/work spaces should owned or managed by an organization that can 
ensure they are available to legitimate artists, akin to the City of Vancouver’s existing 
Artist Studio Awards Program. 

We the undersigned residents agree with these concerns and support these recommendations: 

1.     Dan Jackson           

2.     Caroline Neufeld    

3.     Richard Taplin        

4.     Sally Taplin            

5.     Peter Smith             

6.     John Ullrich            

7.     Mike Rhone            

8.     Lisa Rhone             

9.     Aimee Odegard      
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10.  Nicole Marcia           

11.  Randy Jacobs            

12.  Marcia Carlyn           

13.  Ted Bairstow            

14.  Elaine Watson           

15.  Maria & Josh Olson  

16.  Diana Mogensen       

17.  Allision Liang           

18.  Natalie Mackie         

19.  Bruce Inglis              

20.  David Galloway        

21.  Lorene MacDonald   

22.  Gregory Kennedy     

23.  Siobhan McCormick 

24.  Michael Bateman      

25.  Ruth de la Giroday   

26.  Karin Litzcke            

27.  Dick Heloffs             

28.  Graham Elvidge        

29.  Charlotte Elvidge      

30.  Kathleen Stormont    

31.  Mike Sismey             

32.  Kate Brunton            
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33.  Danielle Lewis         

34.  Albert Klaussen        

35.  Kath Klaussen          

36.  Tolar Armitt             

37.  Ghazal Arefi             

38.  Carlyn Yandle          

39.  Michele Searle          

40.  Carole Sawyer          

41.  Andrea Kastanis       

42.  Mira Malatestinic     

43.  Lorene MacDonald  

44.  Roxanne Johnson     

45.  Scooter Johnson       

46.  Teresa Vandertuin    

47.  Sheilagh Badanic      

48.  Spencer McKinnon  

49.  Lachlan McKinnon  

50.  Katherine Tobin       

51.  David Setterlund      

52.  Lorraine Holubowic

53.  Lisa Robison            

54.  Kari Frantzen            

55.  Jan Marie Martell     
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E.  sra@strathcona-residents.org 
W. https://strathcona-residents.org/ 
 














